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The weather was very hot but not as hot and humid as it had been earlier in the week. A few hardy competitors showed
up for the match any ways. James Black was back after a years absence and gave a very good demonstration of riflery
firing a 471-5x for Match Winner honors. That score is a Master class score and if James returns in October to shoot our
next National Match Course he should be looking for an upgraded classification card to arrive in the November mail
assuming he continues to shoot as well as he does. Mark Swierczek continued to rule the iron sight shooters as is his
custom.

Our next match will be a High Power Sporting Rifle match on September 25th. This course of fire is a great introduction to
HP rifle competition and I highly recommend it for both first timers and experienced marksmen. Both optics and iron
sights are allowed and no special padded gloves and shooting coats are allowed so all you really need is a center fire rifle
zeroed in at 100 yards, 37 rounds of ammo and a desire to shoot well. We have loaner shooting mats and three high
quality spotting scopes you can use if you don’t have them already. The company is friendly and helpful so it should be
an enjoyable experienced.  More details will be sent out as the date approaches.

My thanks to the shooters who faithfully show up for these matches. We all help set up and breakdown the range as
well as compete and it makes me feel my efforts organizing the matches are appreciated to see these shooters every
match.

Dick Chadwick, Match Director

Results Bulletin

Metallic Sights

Name                      Class        Rifle                Standing      Sit/Kneel     Prone          Prone       Aggregate         Place

Caliber                Slow            Rapid          Rapid           Slow

Swierczek, M.        EX           AR-15 (SR)          76-0X           97-1X          93-1X          183-2X       449-4X 1st Iron Sights

.223

Moore, R.             MK(T)       AR-15 (SR)        80-0X           75-0X           71-0X           115-0X      341-0X

.223

Optical Sights

Black, J.                MK        AR-15 {SR}         92-2X           93-0X            97-2X          189-1X       471-5X Match Winner

.223

Bond, R.                SS          AR-15 (MR)         61-1X           84-2X            89-1X          161-1X       395-5X

.223

100 points possible each stage (200 prone slow), 500 points possible. Match Winner:(high overall score, (T): Temporary
NRA Classification. Classification card will be issued after 150 rounds have been fired in competition, MA: Master, EX:
Expert, SS: Sharpshooter, MK: Marksman, UNC: Unclassified, (SR):  Service Rifle, (MR):  Match Rifle.


